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ecent years have witnessed the development of a New IS-LM model
thatisincreasinglybeingusedtodiscussthedeterminationofmacroe-
conomic activity and the design of monetary policy rules. It is some-
times called an “optimizing IS-LM model” because it can be built up from
microfoundations. It is alternatively called an “expectational IS-LM model”
because the traditional model’s behavioral equations are modiﬁed to include
expectationaltermssuggestedbythesemicrofoundationsandbecausethenew
framework is analyzed using rational expectations. The purpose of this article
is to provide a simple exposition of the New IS-LM model and to discuss how
it leads to strong conclusions about monetary policy in four important areas.
• Desirability of price level or inﬂation targeting: The new model sug-
geststhatamonetarypolicythattargetsinﬂationatalowlevelwillkeep
economic activity near capacity. If there are no exogenous “inﬂation
shocks,” then full stabilization of the price level will also maintain out-
put at its capacity level. More generally, the new model indicates that
time-varying inﬂation targets should not respond to many economic
disturbances, including shocks to productivity, aggregate demand, and
the demand for money.
• Interest rate behavior under inﬂation targeting: The new model incor-
porates the twin principles of interest rate determination, originally de-
veloped by Irving Fisher, which are an essential component of modern
macroeconomics. The real interest rate is a key intertemporal relative
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price, which increases when there is greater expected growth in real
activity and falls when the economy slows. The nominal interest rate
is the sum of the real interest rate and expected inﬂation. Accordingly,
a central bank pursuing an inﬂation-targeting policy designed to keep
output near capacity must raise the nominal rate when the economy’s
expected growth rate of capacity output increases and lower it when
the expected growth rate declines.
• Limits on monetary policy: There are two limits on monetary policy
emphasized by this model. First, the monetary authority cannot engi-
neer a permanent departure of output from its capacity level. Second,
monetary policy rules must be restricted if there is to be a unique ra-
tional expectations equilibrium. In particular, as is apparently the case
in many countries, suppose that the central bank uses an interest rate
instrument and that it raises the rate when inﬂation rises relative to tar-
get. ThentheNewIS-LMmodelimpliesthatitmustdosoaggressively
(raising the rate by more than one-for-one) if there is to be a unique,
stable equilibrium. But if the central bank responds to both current and
prospective inﬂation, then it is also important that it not respond too
aggressively.
• Effectsofmonetarypolicy: Withinthenewmodel,monetarypolicycan
induce temporary departures of output from its capacity level. How-
ever, in contrast to some earlier models, these departures generally will
not be serially uncorrelated. If the central bank engineers a permanent
increaseinnominalincome, forexample, thentherewillbeanincrease
in output that will persist for a number of periods before fully dissi-
pating in price adjustment. Further, the model implies that the form of
the monetary policy rule is important for how the economy responds
to various real and monetary disturbances.
In summary, the New IS-LM model instructs the central bank to target
inﬂation. Itindicatesthattherearesubstantiallimitsonthelong-runinﬂuence
that the monetary authority can have on real economic activity and that there
are also constraints on its choice of policy rule. But the New IS-LM also
indicates that the monetary authority can affect macroeconomic ﬂuctuations
through its choice of the monetary policy rule, as well as via monetary policy
shocks.
The plan of the article is as follows. Section 1 provides some historical
background on the evolution of the IS-LM model since its origin in Hicks
(1937). Section 2 then quickly lays out the equations of the closed economy
version of the New IS-LM model. Section 3 uses the framework to show how
a neutral monetary policy—a policy which keeps output close to its capacity
level—implies a speciﬁci n ﬂation targeting regime and, if certain exogenous
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Goodfriend and King (1997), such a policy is called a “neutral monetary
policy” and the new model is used to determine some rules for the setting of
alternative monetary instruments that would yield the neutral level of output.
The article next turns to understanding the mechanics of the New IS-LM
model. Proponents of IS-LM modeling typically stress that sticky prices are
central to understanding macroeconomic activity (e.g., Mankiw [1990]) so
that the discussion begins in Section 4 with this topic. Firms are assumed to
set prices and adjust quantity in response to changes in demand. But in the
New IS-LM model, ﬁrms are assumed to be forward-looking in their price-
setting, in line with research that begins withTaylor (1980). Forward-looking
price-setting has major effects on the linkage between nominal disturbances
and economic activity, endowing the model with a mix of Keynesian and
Classical implications. Section 5 considers the long-run limits on monetary
policy given this “supply side” speciﬁcation and several related topics.
Turning to the aggregate demand side, the new model’s IS schedule is
also forward looking. Section 6 starts by discussing why this is the inevitable
attribute of optimizing consumption-investment decisions and then considers
some macroeconomic implications of the new model’s IS schedule.
The macroeconomic equilibrium of the New IS-LM model is employed
to analyze three key issues that are relevant to monetary policy. Section 7
considers limits on interest rate rules. Section 8 highlights how monetary
policy can produce short-run departures of output from its capacity level,
either as a result of monetary shocks or as a result of a policy rule which
differs from the neutral rules developed in Section 3. It also considers the
origin and nature of the tradeoff between inﬂation and output variability that
ispresentinthismodel. Thearticleiscompletedbyabriefconcludingsection.
1. THE EVOLUTION OF THE IS-LM MODEL
Before detailing the model, it is useful to brieﬂy review the historical process
thathasledtoitsdevelopmentandinﬂuencesitscurrentuses. Sincethe1930s,
variants of the IS-LM model have been the standard framework for macroe-
conomic analysis. Initially, Hicks’s (1937) version was used to explain how
output and interest rates would be affected by various shocks and alternative
policy responses. Subsequent developments broadened the range of issues
that could be studied with the model, notably the introduction of an aggregate
production function and a labor market by Modigliani (1944). With the rise
of quantitative frameworks for monetary policy analysis—such as the Penn-
FRB-MIT model, which was employed by the Federal Reserve System—the
role of the IS-LM model changed in a subtle manner. After detailed explana-
tions were worked out in these policy laboratories, the IS-LM model was used
to give a simple account of the ﬁndings.48 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
While the initial IS-LM model did not determine how the price level
evolved through time, the addition of a price equation—or a wage/price block
that featured a Phillips (1958) curve—made it possible to explore the im-
plications for inﬂation.1 The simultaneous occurrence of high inﬂation and
high unemployment in the 1970s led macroeconomists to question this as-
pect of theoretical and quantitative macromodels. Further, during the ratio-
nal expectations revolution spurred by Lucas (1976), fundamental questions
were raised about the value of the IS-LM model and the related quantitative
macroeconomic policy models. The IS-LM model was portrayed as being
fatally inconsistent with optimizing behavior on the part of households and
ﬁrms (Lucas 1980). The quantitative macropolicy models were criticized for
not using microfoundations as a guide to the speciﬁcation of estimable equa-
tions and also for avoiding central issues of identiﬁcation (Sims 1980, Sargent
1981). The rational expectations revolution suggested that new macroeco-
nomic frameworks were necessary—both small analytical frameworks like
the IS-LM model and larger quantitative macropolicy models—and that these
would lead to a substantial revision in thinking about the limits on monetary
policy and the role of monetary policy.
One initial attempt at updating the IS-LM model was initiated in Sar-
gent and Wallace (1975), who incorporated a version of the aggregate supply
theory developed by Lucas (1972, 1973) in place of the Phillips curve or
wage/price block. According to this rational expectations IS-LM model, sys-
tematic monetary policy could not inﬂuence real economic activity, although
monetary shocks could cause temporary departures of output from its capac-
ity level. This ﬁnding that systematic monetary policy was irrelevant led the
related literature to be described, by some, as the New Classical macroeco-
nomics. Sargent and Wallace also used their framework to argue against use
of the nominal interest rate as the instrument of monetary policy—suggesting
that this practice was inconsistent with a unique macroeconomic equilibrium.
While this rational expectations IS-LM model was subsequently used to clar-
ify issues of importance for monetary policy—for example, Parkin (1978)
and McCallum (1981) showed that an appropriate nominal anchor could al-
low the interest rate to be used as the instrument of monetary policy—it did
not gain widespread acceptance for three reasons. First, some economists—
particularly macroeconomic theorists—saw the model as ﬂawed, because its
lack of microfoundations led it to lack the behavioral consistency conditions
which are the inevitable result of optimization and the expectational consid-
erations which are at the heart of dynamic economic theory. Second, other
economists—particularly applied macroeconomists—were suspicious of the
1 With this addition, the Hicksian setup was sometimes and more accurately called an IS-
LM-PC model, but it has been more commonly referred to by its shorter title, as will be the
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model because it suggested that departures of output from capacity should be
serially uncorrelated. Third, many economists—including central bankers—
remained convinced that the systematic choices of the monetary authority
were important for the character of economic ﬂuctuations and thus rejected
the model due to the “policy irrelevance” implication.
Inrecentyears,therehasbeenthedevelopmentofsmall,optimizingmacro
models that combine Classical and Keynesian features in a “New Neoclassi-
cal Synthesis.”2 The New IS-LM model is an outgrowth of this more general
research program and is thus designed to incorporate the major accomplish-
ments of the rational expectations revolution, including a more careful deriva-
tion from microfoundations, while retaining the stark simplicity that made the
earlier IS-LM frameworks much employed tools. One important use of the
New IS-LM model is to communicate results from other, more complicated
macroeconomic models that are relevant to monetary policy. For example,
Kerr and King (1996) ﬁrst used the core equations of the New IS-LM model
to exposit issues involving interest rate rules for monetary policy that had
arisen in my research on small, fully articulated macroeconomic models with
sticky prices and intertemporal optimization (King and Watson 1996; King
and Wolman 1999).3 The current article shows how the New IS-LM model is
also useful in expositing many issues that arise in these sorts of small, fully
articulated models and also in larger quantitative macroeconomic models that
are currently employed for monetary policy analysis, including the new ratio-
nal expectations framework of the Federal Reserve (the FRB-US model) and
thevariousU.S.andinternationalmodelsdevelopedbyTaylor(1993). Infact,
in using the model to discuss the implications of sticky prices, restrictions on
interest rate policy rules, and the trade-off between the variability of inﬂation
andoutput,thearticlewilltouchrepeatedlyonthemeswhichhavebeencentral
parts of Taylor’s research program.
2. THE NEW IS-LM MODEL
Likeitspredecessors, theNewIS-LMmodelisasmallmacroeconomicmodel
designedtodescribethebehaviorofeconomy-widevariablesthatenterinmost
discussions of monetary policy. There are ﬁve endogenous variables: the log
level of real output/spending y, the log price level P, the real interest rate r,
the inﬂation rate π, and the nominal interest rate R.4
2 See Goodfriend and King (1997) for a detailed discussion of these developments.
3 Bernanke and Woodford (1997) and Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) have since made
similar use of essentially the same framework to study various monetary policy issues. Related
analyses using variations on the New IS-LM approach include McCallum and Nelson (1999) and
Koenig (1993a,b); these authors use an alternative approach to aggregate supply.
4 The New IS-LM model is most frequently presented in discrete time so as to keep the







There is also an aggregate demand shock xdt: a positive xdt raises aggregate
spending at given levels of the endogenous determinants Etyt+1 and rt.5
IS : yt = Etyt+1 − s[rt − r] + xdt (1)
Theparameters>0determinestheeffectoftherealinterestrateonaggregate
demand: If s is larger then a given rise in the real interest rate causes a larger
decline in real demand. The parameter r>0 represents the rate of interest
which would prevail in the absence of output growth and aggregate demand
shocks. The new IS equation is described as forward-looking because Etyt+1
enters on the right-hand side.
The Fisher equation makes the nominal interest rate Rt equal to the sum
of the real interest rate rt and the rate of inﬂation that is expected to prevail
between t and t+1, Etπt+1.
F : Rt = rt + Etπt+1 (2)
This conventional speciﬁcation of the Fisher equation omits any inﬂation risk
premium in the nominal interest rate.6
The expectational Phillips curve relates the current inﬂation rate πt to
expected future inﬂation Etπt+1, the gap between current output yt and ca-
pacity output yt, and an inﬂation shock xπt.
PC: πt = βEtπt+1 + ϕ(yt − yt) + xπt (3)
The parameter β satisﬁes 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. The parameter ϕ>0 governs how
inﬂation responds to deviations of output from the capacity level. If there is
a larger value of ϕ then there is a greater effect of output on inﬂation; in this
sense, prices may be described as adjusting faster—being more ﬂexible—if ϕ
is greater.
a related but more elaborate model). The discrete time approach also facilitates discussion of the
relationship between the theoretical model’s parameters and estimates obtained in empirical studies.
Like many other macroeconomic theories developed since Sargent (1973), the model is constructed
as a linear difference system, which makes it relatively straightforward to calculate the rational
expectations equilibrium.
5 The notation used in this case will carry over to the rest of the article: shocks are called
x and their nature is identiﬁed with a subscript, such as d for demand in this case. The exact
statistical properties of xdt are not speciﬁed at present, but they are taken to be stationary random
variables with a zero mean.
6 See McCallum and Nelson (1999a) for additional discussion of this issue.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 51
Using the deﬁnition of the inﬂation rate πt = Pt −Pt−1, this speciﬁcation
might alternatively have been written as Pt = Pt−1 + βEtπt+1 + ϕ(yt −
yt) + xπt. This alternative form highlights why (3) is sometimes called a
“price equation” or an “aggregate supply schedule.” It is a price equation
in the sense that it is based on a theory of how ﬁrms adjust their prices,
as discussed further in Section 4 below. It is an aggregate supply schedule
because it indicates how the quantity supplied depends on the price level and
other factors. But this article uses the Phillips curve terminology because this
is the dominant practice in the new and old IS-LM literature.
The relationship between the output gap and the steady-state rate of in-
ﬂation gap is given by y − y =
1−β
ϕ π according to this speciﬁcation. In fact,
experiments with fully articulated models that contain the structural features
which lead to (3)—including those of King and Wolman (1999)—suggest a
negligible “long-run effect” at moderate inﬂation rates. Prominent studies of
the monetary policy implications of the New IS-LM model—including that of
Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999)—accordingly impose the β = 1 condition
in specifying (3). In this article, β will be taken to be less than but arbitrarily
close to one.
Money Demand and Monetary Policy
To close the model and determine the behavior of output, the price level and
other variables, it is necessary to specify the monetary equilibrium condition.
Researchers presently adopt two very different strategies within the literature
on the New IS-LM model.
Specifying money demand and money supply. Under this conventional
strategy, the money demand function is typically assumed to take the form
MD : Mt − Pt = δyt − γR t − xvt (4)
with Mt − Pt being the demand for real balances. This demand for money
has an income elasticity of δ>0 and an interest semielasticity of −γ<0.7
There is a shock which lowers the demand for money, xvt: this is a shock to
velocity when δ = 1 and γ = 0.
The moneysupplyfunction isassumedtocontainasystematicmonetary
policy component, fMt, and a shock component xMt :
MS : Mt = fMt + xMt. (5)
The monetary authority’s systematic component may contain responses to the
current state, lagged or expected future level of economic activity. Taken
together, these equations determine the quantity of money and also provide
7 Sargent (1973) showed that this semilogarithmic form is very convient for small rational
expectations models.52 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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one additional restriction on the comovement of output, the price level and
interest rates.
Specifying an interest rate rule for monetary policy. An alternative—and
increasingly popular—strategy is to simply specify an interest rate rule for
monetary policy,
IR: Rt = fRt + xRt, (6)
which contains a systematic component, fRt, and a shock component xRt.
Under this rule, the quantity of money is demand-determined at the Rt
which is set by the monetary authority. Thus, the behavior of the money stock
can be deduced, from (4) and (6), as Mt − Pt = δyt − γ[fRt + xRt] − xvt.
Butsincethestockofmoneyisnototherwiserelevantforthedeterminationof
macroeconomic activity, some analysts proceed without introducing money
at all.8




in that it makes the price level an endogenous variable, which is inﬂuenced
by exogenous shocks and the monetary policy rule. In the language of Fried-
man (1970) and other monetarists, the New IS-LM model views the price
level as a monetary phenomenon rather than as an unexplained institutional
phenomenon. In terms of formal modeling, the idea that the price level is a
monetary phenomenon is represented in two ways. First, the model cannot
be solved for all of the endogenous variables without the speciﬁcation of a
monetary policy rule. Second, under a money stock rule, even though some
individual prices are sticky in the short run, the price level responds to exoge-
nous, permanent changes in the level of the money stock in both the short run
and the long run. But, since the 1970s, textbook presentations of the IS-LM
model have added a pricing block or aggregate supply schedule, which makes
the price level endogenous.
The New IS-LM model also incorporates expectations in ways that the
traditional IS-LM model did not. But the rational expectations IS-LM model
of Sargent andWallace (1975) also incorporated the inﬂuence of expectations
of inﬂation into both the Fisher equation and the aggregate supply schedule.
Modern textbook treatments discuss these expectations mechanisms in detail.
8 For example, Kerr and King (1996) discuss how one can manipulate an “IS model” to
study limits on interest rate rules and Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999) conduct their discussion
of the “science of monetary policy” within this model without specifying the supply and demand
for money.54 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
Figure 1 shows two of the New IS-LM model’s key equations. As in
modern textbooks, there is an IS curve which makes output depend negatively
on the (real) interest rate and a Phillips curve or aggregate supply schedule
which makes output depend positively on the inﬂation rate. Relative to these
presentations, the New IS-LM model differs (i) in the stress that it places on
expectations in both aggregate demand and aggregate supply and (ii) in the
particular ways in which expectations are assumed to enter into the model. In
particular, the new IS schedule (1) identiﬁes expected future income/output
as a key determinant of current output, while this is missing in the Sargent-
Wallace model. The new aggregate supply schedule or Phillips curve (3)
identiﬁes expected future inﬂation as a key determinant of current inﬂation,
whileintheSargent-Wallacemodelitisyesterday’sexpectationofthecurrent
inﬂation rate that is relevant for supply.
These channels of inﬂuence are highlighted in Figure 1. In panel a of the
ﬁgure, an increase in expected future output shifts the IS curve to the right,
requiring a higher real interest rate at any given level of output. In panel b of
the ﬁgure, an increase in expected future inﬂation shifts the Phillips curve to
the left, requiring a higher current inﬂation rate at any given level of output.
However, while it is possible to express these behavioral equations in
familiar graphical ways, the reader should not be misled into thinking that
macroeconomic analysis can be conducted by simple curve-shifting when
expectations are rational in the sense of Muth (1961).9 Instead, it is necessary
to solve simultaneously for current and expected future variables, essentially
bydeterminingthecompletepaththattheeconomyisexpectedtofollow.Once
this path is known, it is possible to return to the individual graphs of the IS
curve or the Phillips curve to describe the effects of shocks or policy rules.10
But this is not the same as deriving the result by shifting the curves.
3. NEUTRAL MONETARY POLICY
Ifthemonetaryauthority’sobjectiveistostabilizerealeconomicactivityatthe
capacity level, the New IS-LM model provides a direct case for an inﬂation-
targeting monetary policy.
9 Expectations are assumed to be rational in Muth’s sense in this article and related literature.
It is also worth noting that this article and much of the related literature also assumes that there
is full current information and that monetary policy rules are credible.
10 This point is related to the discussion in King (1993), where I argued that the traditional
IS-LM model is ﬂawed due to its treatment of expectations and could not be resurrected by the
New Keynesian research program. In particular, while I noted that “every macroeconomic model
contains some set of equations that can be labelled as its IS and LM components, since these are
just conditions of equilibrium in the goods and money markets,” I also stressed that “while some of
us may choose to use the IS-LM framework to express results that have been discovered in richer
models, it is not a vehicle for deriving those results. To simplify economic reality sufﬁciently to
use the IS-LM model as an analytical tool, economists must essentially ignore expectations....”R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 55
Inﬂation Implications
IntheNewIS-LMmodel,thereisadirectlinkbetweentheobjectiveofkeeping
output at a capacity level—which Goodfriend and King (1997) call a neutral
monetary policy objective—and the dynamics of inﬂation. Setting yt = yt in
(3) and solving this expression forward implies that




This solution has three direct implications.
The case for price stability: If there are no inﬂation shocks (xπt = 0 for
all t) then the solution is that the inﬂation rate should always be zero. This is a
striking, basic implication of the New IS-LM model. Reversing the direction
of causation, it means that a central bank which keeps the price level constant
also makes output always equal to the capacity level. Finally, it means that
shocks to aggregate demand such as xdt and to the determinants of capacity
output yt do not affect the price level under a neutral monetary policy regime.
The case for simple inﬂation targets: If there are inﬂation shocks, there
continues to be an average inﬂation rate of zero under a neutral monetary
policy.11 However,asClarida,Gali,andGertler(1999)stress,theNewIS-LM
model suggests that there may be sustained departures from the zero long-run
inﬂation target as a result of inﬂation shocks. For example, if the shock term
is a ﬁrst-order autoregression, xπt = ρxπ,t−1 + eπt, then the solution for the








so that the inﬂation target inherits the persistence properties of the inﬂation
shock. If the persistence parameter ρ is positive, then a higher-than-average
current inﬂation target implies that there will be, on average, a higher-than-
average inﬂation target in the future.
Inthissetting, acentralbankmustmoreactivelymanageinﬂationinorder
to keep output at its capacity level. The New IS-LM model, however, implies
that many shocks do not affect the inﬂation rate if it is managed to keep output
at capacity, including aggregate demand shocks xdt, shifts in determinants of
capacity output yt, and shocks to the demand for money xvt.
Appraising This Policy Implication
This strong policy conclusion raises a number of questions, which are con-
sidered in turn. In trying to answer these questions, we encounter a natural
11 Recall that the inﬂation shocks are assumed to have a zero mean.56 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
limitation of IS-LM models, new and old. Since these models are not built up
from microfoundations, the answers frequently will require stepping outside
the conﬁnes of the model to discuss other, related research.
Is this result a special one or does it hold in other related models? In fact,
King and Wolman (1996) found that a constant inﬂation target causes real
activity to remain at essentially the capacity level when there are changes in
productivity or money demand within a fully articulated, quantitative model
(a setting where sticky prices, imperfect competition and an explicit role for
monetary services were added to a standard real business cycle model). The
generality of this conclusion is suggested by the fact that Rotemberg (1996)
was led to call it a “mom and apple pie” result in his discussion of King and
Wolman (1996).12
What is capacity output? When explicit microfoundations are laid out, it
is potentially possible to deﬁne a measure of capacity output more precisely.
GoodfriendandKing(1997)followedthisapproach—withinaclassofmodels
with sticky prices, imperfect competition, and ﬂexible factor reallocation—to
identify capacity output as the level of output which would obtain if all nomi-
nal prices were perfectly ﬂexible, but distortions from imperfect competition
remained present in the economy.
Is stabilization at capacity output desirable? If output is inefﬁciently low
due to monopoly or other distortions, then it may not be optimal to always
keepoutputatitscapacitylevel: optimalmonetarypolicymayseektoproduce
deviations of output from capacity in response to underlying shocks. To study
this issue carefully, though, it is again necessary to develop microeconomic
foundations and to consider the design of monetary policies which maximize
the welfare of agents in response to various shocks (as with the productivity
shocksanalyzedinIreland[1996]). Studyingafullyarticulatedeconomywith
multiperiod price stickiness, King andWolman (1999) show it is efﬁcient—in
the sense of maximizing welfare—to fully stabilize the price level and to keep
output at its capacity level in response productivity shocks.13
EconomicActivity under Neutral Policy
Intheanalysisabove,thePhillipscurve(3)wasusedtodeterminethebehavior
ofinﬂationwhichisconsistentwithoutputbeingatitscapacitylevel(yt = yt).
The other equations of the model economy then restrict the behavior of the
remaining variables.
12 He also veriﬁed that it held in other, related fully articulated models (Rotemberg and
Woodford 1997, 1999).
13 See also Goodfriend and King (1997) and Rotemberg and Woodford (1997).R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 57
Given that output is at its capacity level, the IS curve then implies that the




[Etyt+1 − yt + xdt]. (8)
Thisisaneutralor“natural”realrateofinterest,theideaofwhichisdeveloped
in more detail in Section 5.2 below. The real rate of interest is positively
affected by growth in capacity output Etyt+1 − yt and by aggregate demand
shocks xdt.
Taking this natural rate of interest rt together with expected inﬂation, the
Fisher equation (2) then implies that the nominal interest rate is
Rt = rt + Etπt+1. (9)
That is, a neutral interest rate policy must make the nominal interest rate vary
with the natural rate of interest and the inﬂation target (7). For example, if
the real economy is expected to display strong real growth in capacity output,
then the nominal interest rate must be raised.14
Finally, the money demand function (4) implies that the stock of money
evolves according to Mt = (πt + Pt−1) + δyt − γRt − xvt. That is, money
growth obeys
Mt − Mt−1 = πt
+ [δ(yt − yt−1) − γ(Rt − Rt−1) − (xvt − xv,t−1)], (10)
whichisthesumofthechoseninﬂationtargetandthechangeintherealprivate
demand for money.
Implementation via a Money Stock Rule
Onewaytoimplementaneutralmonetarypolicyisviaamoneystockrule. The
solution(10)indicatesthatinorderfortheeconomytostayatcapacityoutput,
the money stock must respond to the state of the economy. In particular, the
growth of the neutral money stock is a complicated function of the exogenous
variables of the model. Money growth must move one-for-one with the target





growth in capacity output and changes in the inﬂation target from (7)). This
policy rule involves choices in the general money supply function (5), namely
that there are no money supply shocks (xMt = 0) and that the systematic
14 Unless there is simultaneously a negative price shock for some reason.58 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
component of policy is given by fMt = Mt−1 +πt +[δ(yt −yt−1)−γ(Rt −
Rt−1) − (xvt − xv,t−1)].
Under this rule, the central bank is not responding directly to output,
inﬂationandsoforth. Instead,itisrespondingtothefundamentaldeterminants
ofeconomicactivity.15 Further,implicitintreatingthesolution(10)asapolicy
rule is the statement by the monetary authority, “if inﬂation deviates from the
neutral level then no adjustment in the path of the money stock will occur.” In
the rational expectations equilibrium of the New IS-LM model, this statement
turns out to be sufﬁcient to assure that no departures of inﬂation from the
neutral inﬂation rate ever occur.
Implementation via an Interest Rate Rule
There has been a great deal of research on interest rate rules in recent years
for at least three reasons. First, as argued by Goodfriend (1991), this research
focus matches well with the fact that the Federal Reserve actually implements
monetarypolicybychoosingthesettingofthefederalfundsrate, averyshort-
term nominal interest rate. Second, as shown by Taylor (1993), some simple
interest rate rules appear to yield a quantitative match with the behavior of
the FRS over various time periods. Third, there are interesting conceptual
issues that arise regarding the determination of macroeconomic activity under
an interest rate rule.
In looking for an interest rate rule that would yield the neutral level of
output, a reasonable ﬁrst idea would be to select the interest rate solution
(9). In the New IS-LM model, as in other many frameworks considered by
monetaryeconomicsdatingbackatleasttoWicksell, thischoicewouldnotbe
enough to assure that the neutral level of real activity would occur. It might,
but other levels of economic activity could also arise. One way of thinking
about why multiple equilibria may occur is that money is demand-determined
under an interest rate rule, so that the monetary authority is implicitly saying
to the private sector, “any quantity of money which you desire at the speciﬁed
nominal interest rate Rt will be supplied.”
To eliminate the possibility of multiple equilibria, it is necessary for the
monetary authority to specify how it would behave if the economy were to
departfromtheneutrallevel. Forexample,aspeciﬁcinterestraterule—which
responds to deviations of inﬂation from neutral inﬂation—is
Rt = Rt + τ(πt − πt)
= [rt + Etπt+1] + τ(πt − πt).
15 From this standpoint, it is clear that the assumption above—that the central bank and other
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Byspecifyingτ>0then,themonetaryauthoritywouldbesaying,“ifinﬂation
deviatesfromtheneutrallevel, thenthenominalinterestratewillbeincreased
relative to the level which it would be at under a neutral monetary policy.” If
thisstatementisbelieved, thenitmaybeenoughtoconvincetheprivatesector
that the inﬂation and output will actually take on its neutral level.
Thus, a substantial amount of work on the New IS-LM model has con-
cerned ﬁnding the conditions which assure a unique equilibrium. Section 7
below exempliﬁes this research. For the interest rate rule above, it shows that
onewayofassuringauniqueequilibriumistohaveastrongpositiveresponse,
τ>1, as Kerr and King (1996) previously stressed. But, it also stresses that
(i) a rule which speciﬁes a strong negative responses to current inﬂation may
also lead to a unique equilibrium, and (ii) that strong positive responses may
lead to multiple equilibria if policy is forward looking.
4. PRICE STICKINESSAND ECONOMICACTIVITY
Milton Friedman (1970, p. 49) focused attention on the importance of de-
termining how a change in nominal income is divided between responses of
real output and the price level at various horizons. In the New IS-LM model,
changes in monetary policy can affect real output because there is price stick-
iness of a sort long stressed in Keynesian macroeconomics. But since stick-
iness of prices is modeled in a New Keynesian manner—with pricing rules
based on ﬁrms’ optimizing behavior—there are some novel implications for
the dynamics of real output and the price level.
The Structure of the New Phillips Curve
The New Keynesian research on aggregate supply was designed to produce
an “an old wine in a new and more secure bottle” by providing a better link
between inﬂation and real activity, with microfoundations that earlier Keyne-
sian theories lacked.16 Four key ideas are stressed in the twin volumes edited
by Mankiw and Romer (1991) on this topic: costly price adjustment, asyn-
chronous price adjustment, forward-looking price setting, and monopolistic
competition.
Theseideashavebeenimplementedinavarietyofappliedmacroeconomic
models beginning with Taylor’s (1980). All of these sticky price models
contain two central ingredients. First, since price adjustment does not take
place simultaneously for all ﬁrms, the price level is a weighted average of
current and past prices. Second, since ﬁrms have market power and recognize
that their nominal prices may be ﬁxed for some time, the models display a
16 See Phelps and Taylor (1977), p. 166.60 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
richer, forward-looking pattern of price-setting than that which arises in the
standard, static monopoly pricing model.
These general ideas have been implemented in a variety of different ap-
proaches to pricing. Models in the style of Taylor (1980) assume that ﬁrms
adjust their prices every J periods, where J is assumed to be ﬁxed. Calvo
(1983) proposed an alternative stochastic adjustment model, in which each
ﬁrm has a constant probability of being able to adjust its price every period.
The Calvo model has been incorporated into the New IS-LM model for four
reasons. First,itseemstocaptureakeyaspectofpricedynamicsatthelevelof
individual ﬁrms, which is that these involve discrete adjustments which occur
atirregularlyspacedintervalsoftime. Second,itleadstopricelevelandprice-
setting expressions which can be readily manipulated analytically. Third, this
approach has provided a tractable base for recent studies which have provided
empirical support for the New Keynesian approach to pricing.17 Fourth, it
also turns out to be observationally equivalent at the aggregate level to a pop-
ular alternative model of price adjustment—the quadratic cost of adjustment
model for prices—as shown by Rotemberg (1987).18 At the same time, the
Calvo andTaylor models are similar in the broad predictions developed in this
section, so that the increased tractability comes at a small apparent cost.19
In the Calvo model, the microeconomic extent of price stickiness is de-
termined by a single parameter, the probability that a ﬁrm will be unable
to adjust its price in a given period, which will be called η.20 Since a
ﬁrm’s adjustment probabilities do not depend on the duration of its inter-
val of price ﬁxity, there is a probability ηj of being stuck in period t + j
with the price that is set at t and the probability of ﬁrst adjusting in j peri-
ods is (1 − η)ηj−1. Accordingly, the expected duration of price stickiness is
1(1−η)+2(1−η)η+...(j+1)(1−η)ηj +...= 1
η, which depends on η
in a convenient manner.
This degree of microeconomic stickiness plays a role in both the nature of
the price level and the nature of the pricing decision. In the model economy,
there are many, essentially identical ﬁrms which face stochastic individual
opportunities to adjust prices. With a large number of ﬁrms in the economy,
17 Recent interesting empirical studies of this approach include Roberts (1995), Gali and
Gertler (1999), and Sbordonne (1998).
18 Rotemberg (1982) used the quadratic cost of adjustment model to study U.S. price dy-
namics. Generalizations of this approach, developed in Tinsley (1993) are employed in the Federal
Reserve System’s new rational macroeconometric model.
19 However, Wolman (2000) stresses that they can be quite different in some detailed impli-
cations for price dynamics.
20 This model is sometimes criticized on a number of grounds. First, the probability of being
able to adjust price is independent of the time since the last price adjustment, so that ﬁrms face
some chance of being trapped with a ﬁxed price for a very long time. Second, the probability
of price adjustment is exogenous. Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999) study time-dependent and
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the fraction of ﬁrms adjusting price in a period is equal to the probability of
price adjustment (1 − η) and the fraction of ﬁrms stuck with a price that is j
periods old is (1 − η)ηj.
A backward-looking price level: In general, the price level is an average
of prices. In any model with staggered price-setting, some of these prices will
be newly set by ﬁrms which are adjusting prices and some will have been set
in prior periods. Taking P ∗
t to be the price chosen by all adjusting ﬁrms in
period t and Pt to be the price level as above, the following simple loglinear
speciﬁcation captures the idea that the price level is an average of prices:




t−j = ηPt−1 + (1 − η)P∗
t . (11)
The second equality derives from the deﬁnition of the lagged price level: it is
a convenient expression for many analytical purposes. Notably, (11) can be




the extent of price level adjustment just being the microeconomic probability
of price adjustment.
Forward-looking price-setting: A key aspect of New Keynesian models
is that ﬁrms know that their prices may be sticky in future periods. For this
reason, theyrationallyconsiderfuturemarketconditionswhentheysetprices.
The idea of forward-looking price-setting by ﬁrms may be captured with the
speciﬁcation
P ∗
t = (1 − βη)
∞  
j=0
(βη)jEt[ψt+j + Pt] + xPt (12)
= ηβEtP ∗
t+1 + (1 − βη)[ψt + Pt] + xPt − βηEtxP,t+1, (13)
which can be developed from the Calvo model as in Rotemberg’s survey of
NewKeynesianmacroeconomics(1987). Thepricechosenbyﬁrmsadjusting
at date t, P ∗
t , is a distributed lead of nominal marginal cost (real marginal cost
is ψt so that nominal marginal cost is ψt + Pt in this loglinear world). There
are two parts to the discounting: β, which represents a conventional market
discount factor (so that β is very close to, but less than one) and η, which
reﬂects the fact that ﬁrms know that there is a lower probability of being stuck
with today’s price as they look further ahead. The shock xPt is a structural
shock to the level of prices set by ﬁrms in period t and its relationship to the
inﬂation shock introduced earlier in (3) will be determined later. The second
line of (12) involves using the deﬁnition of P ∗
t+1 to eliminate the distributed
lead of future nominal marginal cost.
The forward-looking pricing rule (12) implies that a current change in
nominal marginal cost affects P ∗
t very differently if it is expected to be per-
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expected to be the same in all future periods, then there is a one-for-one effect
of its level on P ∗
t since (1 − βη)
 ∞
j=0(βη)j = 1: a ﬁrm will raise its price
proportionately if changes in marginal cost are expected to be permanent. By
contrast, P ∗
t will respond by a smaller amount, (1 − βη), if the change in
marginal cost is expected to be temporary, affecting only date t marginal cost.
Output and demand: New Keynesian macroeconomists stress that an op-
timizing, monopolistically competitive ﬁrm will rationally supply additional
outputinresponsetoanexpansionofdemand,ratherthanrationingcustomers,
whenitspriceissticky(see,forexample,Romer[1993]). Thisoutputresponse
is proﬁtable so long as the ﬁrm’s sticky nominal price is greater than its nom-
inal marginal costs. The speciﬁcation (3) assumes that this is true over the
range of disturbances considered in the New IS-LM model.
A heroic assumption: To generate (3), a ﬁnal—heroic—assumption is
needed. In particular, assume that real marginal cost is positively related to
the output gap, with the parameter h being the elasticity of this response. That
is,
ψt = h(yt − yt). (14)
The parameter h is positive under conventional assumptions about the aggre-
gate production function and factor supply elasticities. Real marginal cost
would necessarily rise with the level of economic activity if the economy had
some ﬁxed factors (such as a predetermined capital stock) or if higher real
wage rates were necessary to induce workers to supply additional hours.
The speciﬁcation involves a shortcut that avoids modeling of the labor
market, which is complicated, difﬁcult, and controversial. Some fully artic-
ulated models suggest that (14) is a useful approximation and also suggest
particular values of h. Others may suggest that this assumption is a weakness
of the New IS-LM model.
Putting the elements together: Combining (11), (12), and (14), as is done
inAppendixA, leads to
Pt − Pt−1 = β(EtPt+1 − Pt) (15)
+[h







This is identical to (3), but there is an explicit linking of the parameter ϕ =
h
(1−η)(1−βη)
η to deeper parameters of the price adjustment process and the
elasticity of marginal cost with respect to the output gap.21
21 There is also a linking of the inﬂation shock xπt to underlying shocks to the price setting
equation xPt above, which is xπt = (1−η
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Long-run neutrality: The form of the equation (15) highlights the fact
that a purely nominal disturbance, which permanently affects the level of
prices at all dates by the same amount, will have no effect on the level of real
economicactivitywithintheNewIS-LMmodel. Speciﬁcally,ifthepricelevel
is constant at all dates (EtPt+1 = Pt = Pt−1 = P) and there are no inﬂation
shocks (xπt = 0), then output is equal to capacity (yt = yt).
The Nonneutrality of Nominal Shocks
Many New Keynesian authors, including Taylor (1980) and Mankiw (1990),
havestressedthatthenewPhillipscurveimpliesthatnominaldisturbancescan
have effects on real economic activity because prices are sticky and output is
demand-determined. Inthissubsection,theimplicationsofpricestickinessfor
the division of nominal income changes into prices and output are explored.
Implicationsfromanalyticalsolutionsforoutputandprices: Supposethat
nominal income is exogenous and governed by the simple rule Yt − Yt−1 =
ρ(Yt−1 − Yt−2) + xYt with xYt being a series of “white noise” shocks.22 For
simplicity, assume that capacity is expected to be constant through time at y
and that there are no price shocks.
Since (15) is a much-studied second order expectational difference equa-
tion, whose solution is reported in Appendix B of this article, it is easy to
compute the solution for the price level. The solution takes the form
Pt = θPt−1 + (1 − θ)(1 − βθ)
∞  
j=0
(βθ)jEt(Yt+j − y) (16)




where θ is the smaller root of the equation βz2−[1+β +ϕ]z+1 = 0, which
may be shown to be between zero and one (see Appendix B). Further, since
yt = Yt − Pt, the model’s implications for output are readily calculated
yt − y = (θ
1 − βρ
1 − θβρ
)[Yt − Yt−1] + θ[yt−1 − y] (17)
There are several aspects of these solutions that warrant discussion. First,
the coefﬁcient θ provides one measure of the degree of gradual price level
in terms of assessing the magnitude of inﬂation shocks. If price shocks are independent through
time, as some theories of mistakes suggest, then xπt = (1−η
η )xPt and with one-quarter of ﬁrms
adjusting prices each period (η = .75), then inﬂation shocks will be only one-third as large as
price-setting errors.
22 There are two alternative ways to rationalize this. One is that there is a strong form of
the quantity equation, with the money demand function (4) satisfying δ = 1 and γ = 0 and the
money supply equation (5) taking the form Mt = xMt with xMt being a random walk. Another
is that the monetary authority follows a monetary policy rule which makes nominal income equal
to an exogenous random walk.64 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
adjustment at the macroeconomic level, since it indicates the extent to which
thepastpricelevelinﬂuencesthecurrentpricelevel. Thisisdifferentfromthe
extent of price stickiness η at the microeconomic level, although increases in
η lead to larger values of θ. In this example, θ is inﬂuenced by the elasticity
of marginal cost h as well as η.I fi n ﬂation is more responsive to departures of
outputfromthecapacitylevel,thenthecurrentpricelevelbecomeslesssticky,
in the sense that it is less dependent on the past price level. (More speciﬁcally,
lower values of η or higher values of h lead to higher values of ϕ, which
in turn make for smaller solutions for θ.) More generally, the importance of
predetermined prices to the current price level depends on the structure of the
entiremacroeconomicmodel,i.e.,itisasystempropertyratherthanaproperty
of just the equations of the “price block”, such as (11) and (12).23
Second, the degree of gradual price level adjustment is important for the
persistenceofoutputﬂuctuations: θ enters(16)asthecoefﬁcientonthelagged
price level and enters (17) as the coefﬁcient on the lagged output level. The
simplicity of this linkage reﬂects the fact that nominal income is evolving
exogenously in this model, but the general relationship between the extent of
gradualpriceleveladjustmentandthedegreeofoutputpersistencealsocarries
over to richer setups.
Third, when the growth rate of nominal income is white noise (so that the
level of nominal income is a random walk), then θ also controls the split of
a change in nominal income between output and the price level. If prices are
moresticky, thennominalincomechangeshaveagreatereffectonrealoutput.
Fourth,whenthegrowthrateofnominalincomebecomesmorepersistent,
then there is a larger effect of a surprise nominal income change on the price
level and a correspondingly smaller one on output. In fact, if the changes
in nominal income growth are permanent (ρ = 1) and market discounting is
small (β = 1) then the coefﬁcient on Yt − Yt−1 in the price level equation
(16) becomes one and the coefﬁcient in the output equation (17) becomes
zero. In this limiting situation, there is neutrality independent of the degree
of underlying price stickiness or the value of θ which is the indicator of the
gradual adjustment of the price level.
Implications from simulated responses to an increase in nominal income:
Figure 2 highlights some implications of (3) and a similar ﬁgure will be used
later to highlight some implications of the full New IS-LM model. In con-
structing these ﬁgures, the time unit is taken to be one quarter of a year, which
isaconventionalmacroeconomicmodelinginterval. Theresponseoftheprice
23 For this reason, it is affected by other parameters of the New IS-LM model when the full
model is solved, as in Section 8 below.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 65
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level and output will be measured in percentage points and the responses of
inﬂation rates and interest rates will be measured in percent per annum.24
ThesolidlineinpanelbofFigure2showsthe(impulse)responseofoutput
toanunexpectedandpermanentonepercentincreaseinnominalincomewhich
takes place at date 0. Given that nominal income is exogenously one percent
higher and since y = Y − P, the path for output is a mirror image of the
path for prices: output is high when prices are low relative to the level of
nominal income. On impact, output rises by 0 <θ<1 percent, with the
ﬁgure constructed under the assumption that θ = .20.25 The price level rises
by 0 <( 1−θ)<1 percent, with the ﬁgure constructed under the assumption
that 1 − θ = .8.
Insubsequentperiods,thepricelevelgraduallyadjustsuptoitsnewhigher
long-run level, while output falls back toward the capacity level. The speed
of adjustment is again given by the value of θ. There is an output effect of θ
percent in the ﬁrst period, θ2 in the second period, and so forth.
The inﬂation rate is shown by the solid line in panel c of Figure 2 and is
given mathematically by differencing (16) under the assumption that ρ = 0,
which results in πt = θπt−1 + (1 − θ)( Yt −  y).26 This is exactly the
same solution as for the level of the output gap, so that a crude Phillips curve
relationship of the form πt = (1−θ
θ )(yt − y) would work perfectly in this
economy, given the assumed driving process. More generally, under a variety
of driving processes, the model predicts that a rising price level (inﬂation) is
positively associated with high output (relative to capacity).27 In this sense,
the model can generate a traditional empirical Phillips correlation between
inﬂation and real activity.
Persistent Output Effects
Many empirical studies suggest that business cycles arising from nominal dis-
turbances display considerable persistence, lasting for many quarters. Taylor
(1980) and other New Keynesian macroeconomists have suggested that price
stickiness can lead to persistent effects of various disturbances on output.
24 These conventional measurement choices will require some care when comparisons are
made across the panels of the ﬁgures, as discussed further below.
25 This value of θ obtains when β = .99 and ϕ = .05, which are the parameter values used
in sections below.
26 Since the inﬂation rate is stated at an annualized percentage rate of change, the .2 per-
centage point increase in the price level (shown in panel a of Figure 2) that occurs at the initial
date corresponds to a 4 ∗ .2 = .8 rise in the annualized inﬂation rate at the initial date (shown
in panel c of Figure 2). By contrast, all of the mathematical relationships described in the text
and appendices involve the quarterly inﬂation rate, i.e., the percentage change in the price level
between t − 1 and t.
27 In particular, (17) implies that πt = 1−θ
θ
1−βρ
1−θβρ(yt − y). Thus, the slope of the Phillips
curve depends negatively on the persistence of nominal income growth.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 67
If persistent business cycles arise from changes in nominal income then (3)
implies that nominal income must itself be persistent.28
To illustrate this point, (16) can be used to recompute the solution for the
price level in the case of purely temporary variations in nominal income:
Pt = θPt−1 + (1 − θ)(1 − βθ)(Yt − y)
and the comparable solution for output is
yt − y = [(1 − (1 − θ)(1 − θβ)][Yt − y]
+θ[yt−1 − y] − θ[Yt−1 − y].
Thus, the effect of a purely temporary change in aggregate demand is to raise
the price level somewhat and to raise output considerably on impact. But in
subsequent periods, the economy will be stuck with a price level above its
long-run level and have a smaller than capacity level of output. These dynam-
icsarethedashedlinesinpanelsa–cofFigure2. Intheimpactperiod, therise
innominalincomeproducesalargeincreaseinrealoutputandasmallincrease
in the price level, because price-setters correctly understand that the increase
innominalincomeistemporary. Theseanalyticalandsimulationresultshigh-
lightthefactthatthepricingdynamicsunderlyingtheNewKeynesianPhillips
curve (3) do not themselves make business cycles persistent.29
5. LONG-RUN LIMITS ON MONETARY POLICY





a vertical long-run Phillips curve. For this reason, this section considers the
long-run limits on monetary policy under some alternative speciﬁcations of
aggregate supply, ending with a discussion of the relationship in the New
IS-LM model.
The Price Surprise Supply Curve
A previous generation of IS-LM macromodels incorporated an alternative
“expectations augmented” Phillips curve (notably, see Sargent and Wallace
28 But, as discussed above, its growth rate cannot be too persistent or there will be no effect
of a surprise change.
29 Chari, Kehoe, and McGrattan (2000) question whether even permanent movements in the
money stock can cause persistent movements in output. In terms of the present model, they do
so by imposing restrictions on η and h.68 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
[1975] and McCallum [1989]). In particular, these models used an aggregate
supply curve of the “price surprise” form
yt − yt = l(Pt − Et−1Pt), (18)
wherel isapositiveparameterthatgovernstheinﬂuenceofincreasesinprices
on output. This aggregate supply curve was rationalized by Lucas (1972a,
1973) as arising from incomplete information on the part of suppliers and by
Phelps and Taylor (1977) as arising from sticky prices.
By subtracting the past price level from both Pt and Et−1Pt, an expecta-
tional Phillips curve quite similar to (3) can be derived:
πt = Et−1πt +
1
l
(yt − yt). (19)
Modern presentations of aggregate supply theory—such as those in the text-
books referenced above—stress two implications of (18) or (19) that were
developed in the 1970s. First, if there is surprise expansion of demand—
taken as in Section 4.2 to be an increase in nominal output y + P—then
there is an increase in both output and the price level, with the split between
these depending on the size of the supply elasticity l. Thus, there is a positive
relationshipbetweeninﬂationandoutputwhenthereareshockstonominalde-
mand, i.e., a short-run correlation of the form discovered by Phillips. Second,
any expected expansion of demand would raise expected and actual inﬂation
by the same amount, thus neutralizing the real consequences.30 Thus, there is
no long-run Phillips curve and the position of the short-run Phillips curve (in
π, yt space as in Figure 1) shifts with the expected rate of inﬂation.
The Long-run Effect of Inﬂation
The analysis of Section 4.2 demonstrated a similar link between temporary
movements in inﬂation and output for the New IS-LM model’s Phillips curve
(3), πt = βEtπt+1 + ϕ(yt − yt). To explore the long-run implications in the
new model, suppose that the economy is in an inﬂationary steady-state with
πt = Etπt+1 = π. Then, output will be




so that we can say that the “long-run slope” of the Phillips curve is
1−β
ϕ .
This slope measures the response of output to changes in the long-run rate of
30 More speciﬁcally, the response of output can be calculated as follows. First, it is direct
from (18) that Et−1yt = Et−1yt, i.e., that the economy is expected to be at capacity each period.
Second, the response of real output can be calculated by using Yt −Et−1Yt = (Pt −Et−1Pt)+(yt −
Et−1yt) together with (18) to determine that Pt −Et−1Pt = 1
1+l(Yt −Et−1Yt) and yt −Et−1yt =
l
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inﬂation, aftertheeconomyhasmadeatransitionfromoneinﬂationarysteady
state to another. With β close to unity, then, (3) implies there is a negligible
long-run slope to the Phillips curve.
Experiments with fully articulated models—such as that constructed by
King and Wolman (1996)—suggest that the effect of inﬂation on output rela-
tivetocapacityisverysmall.31 Accordingly,theconditionβ = 1isimposedin
the remainder of this section. The fully articulated models provide this quan-
titative result because (i) ﬁrms do not allow sustained inﬂation to have much
effect on their monopoly proﬁts and (ii) households do not allow sustained
inﬂation to have much effect on their factor supply. 32
Estimating the Long-run Effect
Lucas(1972b)andSargent(1971)showedthatitwasasubtlemattertoestimate
the long-run effect if the economy possessed an economy with an aggregate
supply equation of the form (18) or a price equation of the form (19).33
Earlier, Gordon (1970) and Solow (1969) had proposed to estimate the
long-run slope by specifying a hybrid model that nested expectational and
nonexpectational forms of the Phillips curve. A simple form of this hybrid
empirical model is
πt = gEt−1πt + ϕ(yt − yt).
Withg<1, thisspeciﬁcationwouldimplyalongeffectofinﬂationonoutput,
with a slope of
1−g
γ > 0. Solow and Gordon estimated this speciﬁcation using
adaptive expectations proxies for Et−1πt, with the simplest variant of their
procedure assigning Et−1πt = πt−1. In general, these studies found g to be
signiﬁcantly less than one through the 1970s.
Lucas and Sargent argued that this procedure was ﬂawed in a setting with
rational expectations. To illustrate their point, suppose that πt = ρπt−1 + et
with ρ<1. Then the rational expectations solution for inﬂation is πt =
ρπt−1 + ϕ(yt − yt). Application of the Solow-Gordon method would thus
estimate that g = ρ<1. Therefore, as stressed by Lucas and Sargent, the
reduced form relationship would indicate an exploitable long-run trade-off,
with a 1 percent higher inﬂation rate yielding
1−ρ
ϕ percentage points higher
output, even though no tradeoff was actually present.
31 The closely related model of Yun (1996) eliminates effects of sustained inﬂation by es-
sentially allowing ﬁrms to index their nominal prices by the trend inﬂation rate.
32 There is a subtlety here, in that sticky price models built up from micro foundations
can imply that there is a small effect of inﬂation on the volume of physical output—a quantity
aggregate—while there is a larger effect of inﬂation on the value that households place on this
output, due to relative price distortions that emerge when prices are sticky.
33 Lucas (1972b) worked with a supply schedule, while Sargent (1971) worked with a wage
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The Phillips curve (3) in the New IS-LM model also implies that there is
this set of problems. Supposing as above that πt = ρπt−1 + et with ρ<1
to illustrate this point, it follows that (3) implies that πt =
ϕ
1−ρ(yt − yt).A n
econometrician conducting Solow and Gordon’s test would estimate g = 0




Overall, the New IS-LM model thus embodies the consensus among
macroeconomists that there is little long-run trade-off between inﬂation and
real activity. It also suggests, as did earlier rational expectations for IS-LM
models, that the existence of a short-run Phillips curve could mislead applied
econometricians and central bankers into believing that there is a long-run
trade-off.
Disinﬂation Dynamics
In terms of permanent changes in the inﬂation rate, such as that engineered
by the Federal Reserve System during the “Volcker deﬂation” of 1979–1983
and more recently by other central banks around the world, there are some
very classical implications of the Phillips curve, stressed by Buiter and Miller
(1985),thatisincorporatedintheNewIS-LMmodel. Whiletheseimplications
arenotstrictlythelimitsonmonetarypolicywhicharethefocusofthissection,
they are related to the shifts in trend inﬂation considered here.
Within the “surprise” form of the Phillips curve, which developed from
Lucas’s(1973)analysis,thereisonlyaone-timerealeffectofanunanticipated,
permanent, and credible change in the inﬂation rate since (19) implies that
πt = Et−1πt+1
l (yt−yt). Toillustratethispoint,supposethattheinﬂationrate
is governed by the random walk speciﬁcation, πt = πt−1 +et, which implies
that all inﬂation changes are unexpected and permanent. Then, Et−1πt =
πt−1 and a decline in the date t rate of inﬂation causes an output decline of
(yt − yt) = let with no expected consequences for future output.
The new Phillips curve (3) has a related, but stronger implication: There
is no effect of an unanticipated, permanent and credible shift in the inﬂation
rate since πt = Etπt+1 in this case and the above analysis (with β = 1) that
changes in the trend rate of inﬂation have no effect on real activity.35 Ball
(1995) emphasizes the importance of policy credibility to this implication of
snap disinﬂation.
34 The assumption of exogenous inﬂation is simply for analytical convenience: a similar spuri-
ous long-run tradeoff appears, as in Section 4.2, when the model is solved with exogenous nominal
income.
35A slight modiﬁcation of the structure of the current model—requiring that ﬁrms post prices
prior to receiving information about date t—is employed in Bernanke and Woodford (1997). This
has the implication that πt = Et−1πt+1 + ϕ(yt − yt) so its has the same implication for an
unanticipated, permanent disinﬂation as does (19).R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 71
6. THE NEW IS CURVE
In this section, three aspects of the new IS curve are discussed. Section 6.1
explains the role of expected future output in the new IS curve. Section 6.2
considers the implications of omitting expectational terms for traditional IS
speciﬁcations. Section6.3discussestwokeyimplicationsofthenewIScurve,
the natural rate of interest and the cyclical behavior of the real interest rate,
which can be obtained without full solution of the New IS-LM model.
To begin, let’s return to panel a of Figure 1, which may be viewed as the
familiar, traditional IS curve. In this graph, a higher real interest rate leads to
a lower level of aggregate demand. Given that output is demand-determined
andtheeconomyunderstudyisclosed, ahigherratethusleadstoalowerlevel
ofoutput/income. Thenegativeslopeofthisspeciﬁcationreﬂectstheideathat
an increase in income is partly saved by households, with a lower real interest
rate required to stimulate additional investment. The traditional IS curve is
viewed as fairly steep by many economists, who believe that large changes in
interest rates are necessary to produce macroeconomically important changes




sense, the New IS-LM model is very traditional. As stressed by McCallum
and Nelson (1999b), it is also very traditional in that no asset stocks—neither
the capital stock nor the quantity of real balances—enter anywhere in these
speciﬁcations.
But it also predicts that shifts in expectations about future output can be
a very important determinant of the level of aggregate demand. For example,
if output is expected to be 1 percent higher in the future, then the new IS
speciﬁcation implies that aggregate demand will be 1 percent higher today.
Importance of Expected Future Output
The potential importance of this expectations effect raises two related ques-
tions. First, why is the new IS curve written as in (1), rather than as yt =
χEtyt+1 − srt + xdt with χ being a parameter governing the size of these
expectations effects? Second, is the actual behavior of income likely to mean
that there is an important difference between the two speciﬁcations?
Rationalizing the unit coefﬁcient on Etyt+1: Total demand in a closed
economy involves consumption, investment, and government components. In
36 The traditional view that the IS schedule is relatively interest-inelastic also means that
many economists have downplayed the importance of shifts in expected inﬂation for aggregate
demand, since the effect of these is captured by sEtπt+1 in (1). Without taking a stand on the
interest-elasticity of aggregate demand, the present discussion therefore downplays this channel.72 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
the United States and most other economies, consumption is by far the largest
part of this demand. The modern theory of consumption, developed by Hall
(1978, 1988)andothersalongthelinesﬁrstsketchedbyIrvingFisher, implies
thatanintertemporallyefﬁcientconsumptionplanequatesthecostofforegone
consumption today and the beneﬁts of increased future consumption. More
speciﬁcally, Hall (1978) shows that efﬁcient consumption growth should be
positively related to the real interest rate. If we let ct be the logarithm of
consumption, Hall’s ﬁnding suggests that the dominant component demand
should obey
Etct+1 − ct = s[rt − r],
which alternatively implies that
ct = Etct+1 − s[rt − r].
To simply apply the consumption equation to total demand, it is necessary
to make one of two assumptions: either consumption is assumed to be all of
aggregate demand, or the residual components of demand move exactly with
total demand or consumption.37 Neither of these is likely to be true exactly,
with investment being proportionately more volatile than total demand and
government purchases being proportionately less volatile. While government
demand may not be forward looking, neoclassical investment theory suggests
that expectations about future output will be a very important determinant of
current investment, with potentially much larger effects than are present in
consumption. Overall, though, the consumption theory makes (1), with a unit
coefﬁcient, the natural ﬁrst approximation to the forward-looking theory of
aggregate demand.
Implications for the Traditional IS Curve
Suppose that there was really a new IS curve of the form (1), but that a
macroeconomic analyst worked with a traditional IS curve.
Instability and lags in the traditional IS Curve: Written in terms of the
nominal interest rate and organized so as to facilitate comparison with the
traditional IS curve, the new IS curve is
yt =− sRt +{ [Etyt+1 + sEtπt+1] + xdt}.
The term [Etyt+1 + sEtπt+1] + xdt combines the actual aggregate demand
shock xdt with the expectational elements that are omitted in the traditional
approach.
37 Woodford (1996) and Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999) are examples of economies in
which (a) there is no capital or investment and (b) there are separability restrictions on preferences;
these conditions guarantee that there is exactly an IS curve of the form (1). McCallum and Nelson
(1999) detail the necessary separability conditions. They also argue that (1) is a good approximation
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Therearethustwokeyimplications. First, ifoutputandinﬂationexpecta-
tions are substantially variable, there will be large shifts in the position of the
traditional IS curve. Second, variables that are useful for forecasting Etyt+1
and Etπt+1 will improve the empirical ﬁt of a traditional IS curve: since both
output and inﬂation display important persistence empirically, lagged values
of these variables can enter.38
Thelong-terminterestrateandthetraditionalISCurve:Manyeconomists
believethatthelong-terminterestrateismoreimportantforaggregatedemand
than the short-term interest rate (see, for example, Goodfriend [1998]). The
new IS curve also helps explain why long-term interest rates can appear more
importantinpracticeevenifitistheshort-terminterestratethatisbehaviorally
relevant for certain parts of aggregate demand. For this purpose, let’s assume
that the expectations theory of the term structure holds exactly, without a
term premium, so that the n period real interest rate is rn
t = 1
n[rt + Etrt+1 +
...E trt+n−1]. Let’s also assume that output is expected to be equal to its
capacity level after n periods. Then, iterating the new IS curve, output can be
shown to be
yt =− srt + Etyt+1 + xdt
=− s[rt + Etrt+1 + ...E trt+n−1] + Etyt+n + xdt
=− σrn
t + Etyt+n + xdt
with σ = sn. Thus, the implied coefﬁcient on the long rate is much larger
than s and the ﬁt of this expression should be much better because there is no
longertheomittedvariableEtyt+1. Eachoftheseimplicationsoccursbecause
the long-term real interest rate “stands in” for the inﬂuence of expected future
output Etyt+1.
Persistenceofoutputandtheimportanceofexpectationseffects: Macroe-
conomists agree that ﬂuctuations in output are highly persistent, even though
there is disagreement about the precise extent of this persistence. Persistence
in output makes it possible to forecast output, which in turn means that there
are important variations in the Etyt+1 term on the right hand side of (1). Yet it
is only if output variations are close to temporary that there is little practical
difference between the new and old IS schedules.
Interest Rate Implications
The new IS curve also embodies two modern ideas about the link between the
real interest rate and real economic activity.
38 The new IS curve also can explain why empirical researchers have found it hard to isolate
effects of interest rates on aggregate demand. Shifts in expected income and interest rates should
be correlated with nominal interest rates, leading to biased estimates of the interest sensitivity s.74 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
The natural rate of interest: If the economy is operating at its capacity
level of output, then there is a particular level of the real interest rate which
one may call the natural rate of interest. The new IS curve indicates that this




[Etyt+1 − yt + xdt].
Thus, the natural rate of interest rises when the capacity level of output is
expected to grow more rapidly. It also rises if there are shocks to demand at a
given real interest rate. If there is a steep IS curve (small s) then the required
increase in the real interest rate for a given growth rate of capacity output or
demand shock is larger.
The real interest rate and the business cycle:The new IS schedule implies
that the real interest rate also rises, more generally, when output growth is




[Etyt+1 − yt + xdt].
Thus,thenewIScurveimpliesthataneconomyrecoveringfromatemporarily
low level of output—one which has a high expected growth rate—would have
a high real interest rate. A low real interest rate would be associated with an
economy experiencing a temporarily high level of output. This implication
willbeveryusefulininterpretingthecomovementoftherealinterestratewith
cyclical ﬂuctuations in output in Section 8.
7. LIMITS ON INTEREST RATE RULES
There has been substantial recent research on interest rate rules, since these
strategies appear to describe some aspects of the actual instrument choice and
policyactionsoftheFederalReserveSystem(Goodfriend1991,Taylor1993).
Speciﬁcally, Taylor (1993) studied the properties of an interest rate rule of the
form
T : Rt = [r + π] + τπ(πt − π)+ τy(yt − yt), (20)
where r is the steady state real interest rate, π is the long-run inﬂation, and
yt − yt is the deviation of output from capacity.39
Taylor proposed that a relatively aggressive response to inﬂation was im-
portant; in particular, he suggested that the FRS should raise the nominal
interest rate more than one-for-one in response to inﬂation τπ > 1. He also
suggested that the central bank should lower the nominal interest rate when
output was less than capacity, thus implying a positive value for τy.
39 In Taylor’s (1993) setting, the inﬂation measure was a four quarter average, but the current
discussion will follow the recent literature in representing this as the current quarterly inﬂation rate.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 75
In work on the consequences of alternative interest rate rules within the
New IS-LM model and related fully articulated models, it is common for the
space of policy rule parameters to be divided into two parts. In the ﬁrst part
of the parameter space, which is extensively studied, there is a unique stable
rational expectations equilibrium. In the second part, which is avoided, there
are multiple stable equilibria. This section describes how multiple equilibria
can arise under an interest rate rule. It derives some standard restrictions on
the parameters of an interest rate policy rule—some of which turn out to be
related to τπ > 1—that lead to a unique stable equilibrium.40
The main focus of this section, however, is on the more speciﬁc question
raised in Section 2 above: What restrictions on an interest rate rule must
be imposed if the central bank seeks to obtain a neutral path of economic
activity—of real output, inﬂation, and interest rates—as a unique outcome?
To aid us in answering this question, the monetary policy rule is speciﬁed as
Rt = Rt + τ1(Etπt+1 − Etπt+1) + τ0(πt − πt) + xRt. (21)
The ﬁrst term in this expression is the neutral interest rate, i.e., the level of
the nominal interest rate under a neutral policy. As discussed above, the
neutral nominal rate involves the sum of the natural real rate of interest and
the expected future inﬂation target, Rt = Rt + Etπt+1. The rule (21) also
speciﬁes that the monetary authority adjusts the nominal interest rate relative
to its neutral level Rt = rt + Etπt+1 if there are current or expected future
departuresofinﬂationfromthetargetedlevels. Thisisinkeepingwiththespirit
ofTaylor’srule,involvingdeviationsfromnormalvalues,butisappropriatefor
a setup with a stochastically varying neutral path of inﬂation and real activity.
It is a convenient choice for this article because (i) it contains a number of
special cases which been studied previously in the literature, and (ii) it makes
it easy to determine the restrictions on an interest rate policy rule that lead to
a unique equilibrium under the neutral interest rate policy, which was the key
question raised in Section 2.41
40 There are two concerns which are frequently expressed about interest rate rules. First,
there is a long branch of literature in monetary economics which suggests that interest rate rules
can mean that there is not a unique equilibrium in macroeconomic models. Second, there is
the concern of Friedman (1982) that an interest rate rule can lead the central bank to exacerbate
macroeconomic ﬂuctuations which arise from shocks to productive opportunities, changes in money
demand, and so forth. The discussion in this section will be restricted to the former concern: If
the central bank is responding to inﬂation and output as suggested by Taylor, when do interest
rate rules lead to a unique outcome? But the second question is an open and important topic.
41 The speciﬁcation of this rule leads to a subtle shift in the interpretation of the policy
parameters τi; these involve specifying how the monetary authority will respond to deviations of
inﬂation from target. But if these parameters are chosen so that there is a unique equilibrium,
then no deviations of inﬂation will ever occur.
At the same time, the parameter restrictions developed here would also apply to a rule of
the general form originally studied by Taylor, i.e.,
Rt = r + π + τ1(Etπt+1 − π)+ τ0(πt − π)+ xRt.76 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
Potential Multiple Equilibria
It is useful to start by considering a simple, ﬂexible price setup in which the
monetary authority can affect the behavior of inﬂation but not the behavior of
the real rate of interest. Suppose that the authority adopts the rule
Rt = rt + π + τ(πt − π)+ xRt, (22)
where π is a constant trend rate of inﬂation and τ governs the response of
inﬂationtodeviationsfromthislevel,whichisasimpliﬁcationofthetworules
discussed above. Since the Fisher equation speciﬁes that Rt = rt + Etπt+1,
it follows that inﬂation is constrained by
τ[πt − π] + xRt = [Etπt+1 − π]. (23)
Ifτ>1,whichisthecasenormallyconsidered,thentheuniquestablerational
expectationssolutiontothisdifferenceequationcanbeobtainedbyrecursively
solving the difference equation forward
πt − π =
1
τ







((Etπt+2 − π)− xR,t+1)] − xRt}
and so forth until one concludes that42







This unique stable solution makes inﬂation into a present value of expected
monetary policy shocks.43
This is because the difference between these two rules is
Rt − (r + π)+ τ1(Etπt+1 − π)+ τ0(πt − π)
which is just a complicated “shock” term that depends on exogenous variables.
42At the end of this process, one uses limj→∞( 1
τ )jEtxR,t+j = 0, which surely obtains
because τ>1 and xR,t is stationary.
43 There are some puzzling aspects of this ﬂexible price solution, which implies that the
behavior of the nominal interest rate is







That is, when an xt shock occurs so that the central bank’s chosen path is autonomously increased,
then inﬂation must move to offset this response. For example, if xt is serially uncorrelated, then




τ )jEtxt+j}=− xt so that the interest rate is just Rt = rt + π). For another example,
if xt is autoregressive with persistence parameter ρ, then the nominal interest rate must actually
fall in response to a positive policy shock.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 77
By contrast, if 0 <τ<1, there are multiple stable rational expectations
solutions, which take the form
πt+1 − π = τ[πt − π] + xRt + ξt+1 (25)
with ξt+1 being an arbitrary random variable with Etξt+1 = 0. These non-
fundamental stochastic elements are sometimes referred to as “sunspots” or
“animal spirits.”44 Mathematically, they can enter in (25) because the perfect
foresight solution displays an indeterminacy: any initial value of π0 can be
an equilibrium with the remainder of the stable perfect foresight equilibrium
path being πt+1 −π = τt+1(π0 −π). From this perspective, the ξt+1 can be
interpreted as a randomly shifting set of initial conditions for the stochastic
difference equation.
Economically, the equilibria described by (25) can be too volatile relative
to the fundamental forces in the model economy. For example, even if the xRt
shocks are absent, inﬂation under such a policy rule can be arbitrarily volatile
sincethevarianceofξ isarbitrary.45 Thesemultipleequilibriaariseforabasic
economic reason introduced in Section 2, which is the that the central bank’s
policy rule does not provide a sufﬁcient nominal anchor.
Therefore, a simple ﬂexible price model indicates that there could be a
good reason for interest rate rules to be restricted to aggressive values of
parameters, in line with Taylor’s (1993) suggestion that τ>1. The simple
model also indicates, however, that there are other parameter choices which
will lead to uniqueness. In particular, if the monetary authority aggressively
lowerstherateinresponsetoinﬂation(makesτ<−1), thentherewillalsobe
a unique equilibrium since the same logic employed in the derivation of (24)
may be employed. Thus, in the simple ﬂexible price model there is a “zone
of indeterminacy” which includes all policy rules with −1 <τ<1.46
Limits in the New IS-LM Model
In models with sticky prices, it is sometimes argued that there is a greater
latitude for interest rate policies than in ﬂexible price models. The New IS-
LM model is simple enough that one can characterize analytically the parts of
theparameterspaceinwhichthereareuniqueequilibriaandthepartsinwhich
44 Farmer (1999) has recently argued that understanding the effects of nonfundamental un-
certainties of this form is very important for macroeconomics, echoing earlier assertions of Jevons
and Keynes.
45Another, less stressed, implication is that a shock which increases the nominal interest rate
will raise the inﬂation rate under this solution.
46 With recent interest in the analysis of alternative interest rate rules under rational expecta-
tions, within the New IS-LM model and related fully articulated models, economists are beginning
to explore new territory in terms of coefﬁcients in interest rate rules within quantitative models
(as in the recent volume of studies edited by Taylor [1999]).78 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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there are multiple equilibria.47 However, modern literature on the design of
monetary policy rules, as exempliﬁed by the recent volume edited by Taylor
(1999),typicallyproceedsbyusinggraphicalpresentationsoftheserules,with
someregionsblockedoutas“zonesofindeterminacy.” Figure3isanexample
of this approach for the New IS-LM model, with some various versions of the
general policy rule.
Responsetothecurrentinﬂationrate: KerrandKing(1996)usedtheNew
IS-LM model to study the case in which the central bank responds only to the
currentinﬂationrate.48 Inpanela, theshadedregionisthesetofinadmissable
settingsfortheresponsetocurrentinﬂation(τ0)giventhatthereisnoresponse
toexpectedinﬂation(τ1 = 0). AssuggestedbyTaylor(1993)andtheanalysis
of the ﬂexible price model above, one boundary of the zone of indeterminacy
is given by τ0 = 1, which was the restriction also focused on by Kerr and
King. Theﬁgureimpliesthatanyruleoftheform(21)withτ1 = 0andτ1 > 1
is consistent with neutral behavior of output and inﬂation. Thus, in terms of
the answer to the question raised in Section 2, the analysis indicates that there
will be a unique equilibrium if the monetary says, “If inﬂation deviates from
the neutral level, then the nominal interest rate will be increased by more than
one-for-one relative to the level which it would be at under a neutral monetary
policy.”
In the New IS-LM model, in contrast to conventional wisdom, the sticki-
ness of prices implies that there is a larger zone of indeterminacy than in the
ﬂexible price model. This feature of the model was not stressed by Kerr and
King because they did not focus on the lower boundary of the zone, which
can be determined to be τ0 =−
2(1+β)
ϕs − 1. Hence, as prices become more
ﬂexible or the IS curve becomes ﬂatter—there is a larger value of ϕs—then
theresultapproachestheboundaryintheﬂexiblepricemodelofτ0 =− 1,but
the zone of indeterminacy is always larger with sticky prices. The monetary
authority, however, may also insure a unique equilibrium by saying that it will
very aggressively lower the inﬂation rate in response to deviations of inﬂation
from its target.
Response to the expected inﬂation rate: Bernanke and Woodford (1997)
studied a purely forward-looking rule in which τ0 = 0, which is the case
illustrated in panel b of Figure 2. With a response to expected inﬂation (but
no response to current inﬂation), there are two zones of indeterminacy. All
policy responses with τ1 < 1 are precluded, so it is necessary for policy to be
47Appendix C contains a detailed discussion of these regions. The approach is to (i) ﬁnd
the boundaries of the regions by learning when there are roots which are ±1 and (ii) determine
which regions are zones of indeterminacy.
48 Comparison with Kerr and King (1996) highlights a feature of the current analysis. The
earlier paper was concerned with rules of the form Rt = r + π + τ(πt − π) so that the focus
was on how the central bank should respond to deviations of inﬂation from a constant target. The
current analysis focuses on deviations from a neutral inﬂation target.80 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
aggressive in Taylor’s sense if it is forward looking. It is important, though,
that it not be too aggressive, since the ﬁgure shows that some larger values
are also ruled out because these lead to indeterminacies (the precise boundary
is τ1 > 1 +
2(1+β)
ϕs ).49 Forward-looking rules, then, suggest a very different
pattern of restrictions are necessary to assure that there is a neutral level of
output.
Response to both current and expected inﬂation: When the policy rule
combines a mixture of current and expected inﬂation responses, there is a
more complicated set of possibilities. In general, the results are closer to
those in panel a when the forward-looking part of policy is not aggressive
(τ1 < 1) and closer to panel b when it is aggressive (τ1 > 1).
For example, suppose that policy is mildly forward-looking, which is
illustrated in panel c under the assumption that τ1 is set equal to .25. The key
implication of the ﬁgure is that policy can then respond less aggressively to
currentinﬂation. Thereisnowalargerrangeofadmissablepositiveτ0 values,
in the sense that values of τ0 < 1 lead to unique equilibria when they did not
in panel a.
If monetary policy is to respond positively to both current and expected
inﬂation, however, then it is necessary that the overall policy be aggressive.
The upper boundary of the zone of indeterminacy is given by τ0 +τ1 = 1, so
thatτ0 >. 75leadstoauniqueequilibriuminthegraph.50 Still,byresponding
partially to expected future inﬂation, monetary policy makes it less necessary
to respond aggressively to current inﬂation.
If one takes all of these results together, one can see that the New IS-LM
model suggests that there are important limits on interest rate rules if there
is to be a unique equilibrium. There are important differences in the zones





with an alternative nominal anchor—a relationship to the price level—also
49 Michael Dotsey has stressed to me that there are no unique equilibria with forward-looking
rules in a ﬂexible price model, since the Fisher equation and policy rule are each equations
linking the nominal rate to expected inﬂation. The restriction on inﬂation, analogous to (23),
is τ1[Etπt+1 − π] + xRt = [Etπt+1 − π] and there is no possibility of a unique equilibrium.
Hence, as described in the text discussion of the current inﬂation rule, an increase in ϕs leads to a
shrinking zone of admissable rules. But in this case the range of admissable rules is asymptotically
negligible.
50 The appendix analysis also indicates that the lower boundary is given by τ0 = τ1 −
2(1+β)
ϕs − 1. Hence, a positive value of τ1 requires that even more negative values of τ0 are
necessary to assure uniqueness relative to those shown in panel a.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 81
can be used to insure neutral output under an interest rate rule. In particular,
suppose that the nominal interest rate rule takes the form
Rt = rt + Etπt+1 + f(P t −   Pt) + xRt, (26)
which involves three components. First, as above, the nominal interest rate
moves with the underlying neutral interest rate Rt = rt + Etπt+1 as above.
Second, there are interest rate shocks xRt as above. Third, the nominal rate
is adjusted whenever the price level deviates from a target path   Pt. Then, it
is possible to show that there is a unique stable rational expectations equi-
librium so long as f>0, i.e., the nominal rate is raised whenever the price
level exceeds the target path.51 This theoretical conclusion corresponds to an
idea sometimes presented in discussions of monetary policy—for example,
Goodfriend and King (1997)—that a central bank can have a greater degree of
freedomintheshort-rundimensionsofitspolicyruleifitadoptsaspeciﬁcation
which recognizes the importance of the price level.
8. POLICY: SHOCKS, RULES,AND TRADE-OFFS
The New IS-LM model suggests that monetary policy may inﬂuence real eco-
nomic activity in two distinct ways. First, the central bank may itself be a
source of shocks, with the effects of monetary policy disturbances also de-
pending on the form of the monetary policy rule in place. Second, by the
choice of its monetary policy rule, the central bank can affect how macroe-
conomic activity responds to shocks originating elsewhere in the economy.
The various inﬂuences of monetary policy may be summarized by a graph, as
employed by Taylor (1979) and many subsequent studies, of the relationship
between the variability of inﬂation and the variability of real activity. This
section considers each of these ideas in turn.
Dynamic Response to an Interest Rate Shock
Increases in the target range for a short-term interest rate, such as the federal
funds rate in the United States, are a monetary policy shock of sorts. These
changesaretypicallysuggestedtolowertherateofinﬂationandtotemporarily
decrease real output as well.
InordertostudytheeffectsofsuchashockwithintheNewIS-LMmodel,it
isnecessarytochooseparametersofthemodel—includingthoseoftheprivate
economy (β,s,ϕ) and of the policy rule (τ0,τ1 and the process governing
51 The derivation in Appendix C assumes that the target path is the neutral price level path
Pt for ease of mathematical analysis. However, nearly any target path can be accommodated since
the rule can be rewritten as Rt = Rt +f(P t −   Pt)+xRt = Rt +f(Pt −Pt)+{xRt +f(Pt −   Pt)}
with the deviation f(Pt −   Pt) being an additional shock of sorts.82 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
xRt)—and solve for the dynamic responses to the shock. As an example,
Figure 4 displays the paths that arise when there is a simple rule that mandates
a response to current, but not expected, inﬂation. The speciﬁc rule is
Rt = r + π + τ(πt − π)+ xRt
with τ set equal to 1.05 so as to assure uniqueness. It is also assumed that
there is an interest rate shock process that is ﬁrst order autoregressive, xt =
ρRxt−1+et, and that ρR = .75. The policy shock is a rise in the nominal rate,
e0 = 1 with et = 0 for t>0.52
As discussed above, the time unit is taken to be one quarter of a year,
which is a conventional macroeconomic modeling interval. The shock shown
in the ﬁgure is a 100-basis-point rise in the annualized interest rate (e0 = 1) as
shown in panel a of the ﬁgure. Readers may ﬁnd these graphs are most easily
interpreted as representing the deviation from an initial zero inﬂation steady
state in which the economy is operating at capacity output, although since
the model is linear they also describe the effects of shocks on the economy
more generally. This increase in interest rate is assumed to be followed by
a 50-basis-point increase in the subsequent year, a 25-basis-point increase in
the year after that, and so forth.
Response of output: The interest rate shock causes an immediate decline
in output, with output reduced about 1/2 percent below capacity in the initial
period (date 0) in panel b of Figure 4. The vertical axis can be interpreted as
measuring the percentage deviation from the capacity level of output, so that
it is about .45 in period 0, about .34 in period one, and so forth.53
Response of inﬂation: The period of reduced output shown in panel b is
accompaniedbyasimilarintervalofreducedinﬂationinpanelc. AsinFigure
2, the inﬂation rate is stated at an annualized perentage rate, so that it is four
times the percentage change in the price level between t −1 and t. There is a
relatively small reduction in inﬂation in the near term.54
Response of the nominal interest rate: The behavior of inﬂation also is
important for the path of the nominal interest rate in Figure 4; there is an
important difference between the policy shock component of the interest rate
(the ‘o’path in panel a) and the actual behavior of the nominal interest rates.
Whilethereisa100-basis-pointincreaseinthepolicyshockcomponentofthe
interest rate (xR0), the decline in inﬂation means that this is not fully reﬂected
52 In terms of the private sector parameters, β = .99, s = .5, and ϕ = .05. The value of
s is in line with estimates of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution, which typically exceed
unity. The value of β is a conventional quarterly discount rate. The value of ϕ = .05 is one of
those employed by Taylor (1980).
53 Since output is depressed below capacity in period 0, it is expected to grow back toward
its capacity level, with the one period growth rate being about .11 = (−.34) − (−.45).A t a n
annualized rate of growth, this is .45 percent.
54 There is a decrease in the annualized inﬂation rate of .35 percent in the initial period and
a decrease of about .27 percent in the subsequent period.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 83
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in the nominal rate.55 The New IS-LM model therefore suggests that there
may be a quantitatively large difference between monetary policy shocks and
the innovations in the path of the interest rate.
Response of the real rate: There are two complementary ways of looking
atthepathfortherealinterestrate. Onehighlightsthefactthattherealinterest
rate rises by more than the nominal interest rate since there is a temporary
period of expected deﬂation.56 The other derives from the link between the
55 The response of the nominal interest rate is given by R0 = τ0π0 + xR0
= 1.05 ∗ (−0.35) + 1 = .63.
56 In fact, at date 0, the nominal interest rate rises by 63 basis points and the real interest
rate rises by 90 basis points (since inﬂation is expected to be −.27 percent next period).84 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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real interest rate and the growth rate of output, based on the speciﬁcation of
rt = 1
s[Etyt+1−yt +xdt].57 Each of these complementary descriptions of the
realinterestrateisapartialexplanationoftheworkingsofthissimpledynamic
general equilibrium model, but each also helps understand its operation.
57 Recall from a previous footnote that s = .5. The real interest rate at date 0 is .90 percent
higher because the economy is expected to grow about .45 percent between period 1 and period
0, so that the response of the real interest rate is .90% = 1
s [Etyt+1 − yt] = 2 ∗ .45%.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 85
Policy Rules and MacroeconomicActivity
To illustrate that alternative monetary policy rules can have a potentially im-
portant effect on how the macroeconomy responds to various shocks, it is
easiest to modify the example studied in Section 4.2 above, which was used
to trace out the dynamic response of prices and output to a change in nomi-
nal income. This is an interesting example from the standpoint of the design
of monetary policy rules because some economists have suggested that the
central bank should conduct monetary policy so that there is a target path of
nominal output (see McCallum and Nelson [1999a] for one recent discussion
of such nominal GDP rules).
One case for nominal GDP rules: It is sometimes argued that nominal
GDP rules are desirable because they insulate output from various shocks.
In the New IS-LM model, if monetary policy is structured so that nominal
income is exogenous, then the analysis of Section 4 can be used to discuss the
determination of output in the absence of price shocks or changes in capacity.
In this case, with constant nominal income, the level of output would remain
at capacity even if there were changes in the position of the IS curve, the LM
curve, and so forth.
The case against nominal GDP rules if capacity changes: There is an im-
portantcostofsuchrules, whichisthatwhenthereisanexpansionofcapacity
output, the economy cannot immediately expand up to the new capacity level
since the price level must gradually fall through time.58 By contrast, under
the neutral monetary policy discussed earlier, a monetary expansion would
have permitted an immediate output expansion while leaving the price level
unaffected by the expansion of capacity.
The case against nominal GDP rules if there are price shocks: There
is a similar case against nominal GDP rules if there are price shocks. In
Section 3, it was shown that a neutral monetary policy would accommodate
thosedisturbances, sothatnominalincomewouldchangeaccordingto Yt =
 πt +  yt under a neutral policy. Price shocks would therefore also cause
departures from capacity output if a nominal GDP rule were in place. For
example, a positive price shock would raise the price level and lower output
relative to capacity.
The relevance of alternative monetary rules for macroeconomic activity
was originally stressed by Phelps and Taylor (1977), working in a loglinear
macromodel with nominal stickiness. Dotsey (1999) has recently highlighted
58 Calculations similar to those in Section 4 can illustrate this point. Suppose that the path
of nominal output (Yt = yt + Pt) is constant through time at Y and that capacity output is a
random walk, yt = yt−1 + et with et being white noise. The solution for the price level is
Pt = θPt−1 + (1 − θ)(Y − yt). Output is then yt − yt = θ(yt−1 − yt−1) − (1 − θ)(yt − yt−1).
Mechanically, this solution says that an increase in capacity output of  yt only affects current
output by θ yt: as discussed above, the stickiness of prices—as captured by θ—implies that the
economy cannot immediately expand up to the new level of capacity output.86 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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this relevance, working in fully articulated models with a slightly different
speciﬁcation of price stickiness from that considered here. The fact that the
formofthemonetarypolicyrulemattersfortheresponseoftheeconomytoreal
and nominal shocks is motivating many economists to study the performance
of alternative monetary policy rules in forward-looking macromodels.
The Variability Trade-off
Taylor (1979) introduced the idea of summarizing the effects of alternative
monetary policy rules in terms of their implications for the variability of inﬂa-
tionandrealactivity. Healsosuggestedthattherewouldtypicallybetrade-offs
between these two variability measures. Within the New IS-LM framework
as developed here, both the internal logic of the model and a close reading of
Taylor indicates that the natural trade-off to explore is that between inﬂation
πt and the output deviation zt = yt − yt.
As an example, suppose that there are only inﬂation shocks xπt and that
these are serially uncorrelated random variables. Suppose additionally that
the monetary authority can respond directly to inﬂation shocks and does so toR. G. King: New IS-LM Model 87
make inﬂation equal to πt = fx πt, where f is a parameter that governs the
extent of the inﬂation response. Making use of the Phillips curve (3) and the
fact that expected future inﬂation is zero, it follows that





where var(πt) is the variance of inﬂation, var(zt) is the variance of the
deviation of output from capacity and var(xπt) is the variance of xπt.
To look at policies that minimize output variance given inﬂation variance,
it is sufﬁcient to restrict attention to values of f between zero and one. Over
the range between zero and one, there is indeed a trade-off. If there is a larger
value of f, then there is more inﬂation variability but less output variability.
This trade-off is illustrated with the downward sloping solid line in Figure
5. The neutral monetary policy discussed in Section 3 above corresponds to
minimizing the variance of output deviations by setting f equal to 1.
If inﬂation responds to another shock that is serially uncorrelated and
uncorrelated with the inﬂation shock—for example, to productivity or money
demand disturbances—according to a rule πt = fx πt +get, then the frontier
would shift upward, as illustrated by the dashed line in Figure 5. Proceeding
as above, this alternative frontier is








so that monetary policies allowing these inﬂuences would produce more in-
ﬂation variability for a given amount of output variability.
9. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
ThedistinguishingcharacteristicoftheNewIS-LMmodelisthatitskeybehav-
ioral relations can be derived from underlying choice problems of households
and ﬁrms and that these relations consequently involve expectations about the
future in a central manner. The IS curve relates expected output growth to
the real interest rate, which is a central implication of the modern theory of
consumption. The aggregate supply/Phillips curve component of the model
relatesinﬂationtodaytoexpectedfutureinﬂationandanoutputgap. Thisrela-
tionship can be derived from a monopoly pricing decision that is constrained
by stochastic opportunities for price adjustment together with a consistent
deﬁnition of the price level.
The New IS-LM model is increasingly being utilized to illustrate macroe-
conomic concepts that are robust across a variety of more detailed models and
to exposit the implications of alternative monetary policy rules. This article
has provided a description of this framework, highlighting its language and88 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly




etary rules for the determination of output, and the potential consequences of
monetary policy shocks.
Three aspects of this article may strike some readers as curious choices




predictions to the experience of the United States or other countries. Second,
the New IS-LM model can be derived from ﬁrst principles as a fully articu-
lated model that arises from specifying preferences, technologies, and market
institutions; poses and solves household and ﬁrm optimization problems; and
ﬁnally imposes market equilibrium and other aggregate consistency condi-
tions. This article, however, does not derive the behavioral relations from ﬁrst
principles. Instead, it follows the traditional IS-LM approach of postulating
behavioral relations, with some background rationalization in terms of opti-
mizing, and then manipulates these to study various monetary policy issues.
Third, the New IS-LM model abstracts from investment and capital, while
most of my research has placed these features at center stage.
At one level, this approach reﬂects the limited goal of the article—to
provide a simple exposition of the New IS-LM model and to exemplify how
it is currently being used to discuss monetary policy topics. This goal was
itself chosen, however, because it is my belief that many macroeconomists
will use the New IS-LM model without all of its background detail to discuss
monetary policy and, in particular, to communicate results from other, more
complicated macroeconomic models.
Yet the microeconomic foundations are not to be dismissed. In the course
of this article, there were many critical junctures at which the New IS-LM
model was silent on central questions because microfoundations were absent.
For example, in the Section 3 discussion of why a neutral monetary policy—
deﬁned as one that stabilized output at a capacity level—was desirable, it
was necessary to step outside the New IS-LM model to draw on alternative
studies in which the concept of capacity output was carefully deﬁned and in
which the monetary policy conclusion was derived as one that maximized the
welfareofthecitizensoftheeconomy. Otherwise,theneutralmonetarypolicy,
which is marked as the point ‘o’in Figure 5, would simply be one of a menu
of choices that the monetary authority might consider desirable, given some
59 King and Watson (1996), King and Wolman (1996), and Dotsey, King, and Wolman (1999).
60 King and Wolman (1996), Goodfriend and King (1997), and King and Wolman (1999).R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 89
posited preferences of its own. Further, the analysis of neutral and alternative
monetary policies suggests that the case for inﬂation targets, as opposed to
a policy of full price level stabilization, depends entirely on the existence of
inﬂation shocks. If these shocks were absent, the Taylor frontier in Figure
5 would collapse to the origin, with no trade-off between the variability of
inﬂation and the variability of output relative to capacity (this possibility is
markedas*intheﬁgure). YetthereisanincreasinguseoftheNewKeynesian
PhillipscurveandtheNewIS-LMmodelformonetarypolicyanalysiswithout
detailed consideration of a question which seems central: What are inﬂation
shocks?61 Popular discussions sometimes point to changes in capacity output
(supply shocks) or energy price variations as price shocks. Nevertheless, to
study whether these are price shocks of the form incorporated in this model,
it is necessary to develop additional microeconomic underpinnings of the
New IS-LM model, working in detail with the pricing decisions of ﬁrms,
the consumption decisions of households, and so forth. Changes in capacity
output induced by ﬂuctuations in productivity or the prices of inputs such as
energyarenotpriceshocksaccordingtosuchadetailedanalysisbecausethese
affect prices by shifting marginal cost, which is a key economic determinant
included in the pricing equation. Within the basic framework of sticky price
models,itisdifﬁculttoﬁndpriceshocksthatarenotinterpretableasbehavioral
errors on the part of price-setters, although perhaps the addition of a sector
with ﬂexible price ﬁrms would lead to changes in relative prices that might be
interpretedinthismanner.62 Thisissueillustrateswell, Ibelieve, aninevitable
limitationofIS-LMstyleanalysis,whichisthatitmaybeusefulforillustrating
new results but it will certainly not be useful for deriving them. Finally, my
suspicion is that the omission of investment and capital from the New IS-LM
model may be an important, if not fatal, ﬂaw. But determining whether this
suspicion is warranted will again require a more detailed analysis that builds
up from the microfoundations.
Ultimately, the case for (or against) the New IS-LM model and its fully
articulated relatives must involve a systematic exploration of their empirical
implications. There is much recent progress on this important front that in-
volves the evaluation of components of the models—notably the pricing and
aggregate demand speciﬁcations—and full system implications. But a great
deal of work remains to be done before we understand whether this new small
modelcapturestherealityofthechoicesfacingmonetarypolicydecisionmak-
ers of major economies.
61 See, for example, Clarida, Gali, and Gertler (1999).
62 I have beneﬁted from discussion of this topic with John Taylor.90 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
APPENDIX A: DERIVING THE NEW PHILLIPS
CURVE
Start with the equations describing the price level (11) and the optimal price
(12), which are repeated from the main text as
A − 1:Pt = ηPt−1 + (1 − η)P∗
t
A − 2:P ∗
t = ηβEtP ∗
t+1 + (1 − βη)[ψt + Pt] + zpt,
where zpt = xPt − βηEtxP,t+1. Update the ﬁrst equation, take expectations,
multiply by ηβ and subtract the result from (A-1), then rearrange the result to
Pt − ηβEtPt+1 = η(Pt−1 − ηβPt) + (1 − η)(P ∗
t − ηβEtP ∗
t+1).
Substitute inA-2:
Pt − ηβEtPt+1 = η(Pt−1 − ηβPt) + (1 − η)(1 − ηβ)[ψt + Pt] + (1 − η)zpt.
Rearrange the result and substitute in the marginal cost speciﬁcation.
Pt − Pt−1 = β(EtPt+1 − Pt) +






= β(EtPt+1 − Pt) + [h
(1 − η)(1 − ηβ)
η








η [xPt − βηEtxP,t+1].
APPENDIX B: EXOGENOUS NOMINAL INCOME
Theanalysisbeginsbycombining(3)withthedeﬁnitionlinkbetweennominal
and real income, ignoring inﬂation shocks for mathematical simplicity.
Pt − Pt−1 = β(EtPt+1 − Pt) + ϕ(Yt − Pt − yt)
This can be written as the expectational difference equation













which has a polynomial  (z) = [−βz2 +(1+β +ϕ)z−1]. The product of
the roots of this polynomial is 1




the smaller of the roots, then the larger of the roots is 1
βθ > 1.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 91
FigureB-1
A graphical analysis of the roots of this familiar difference equation will
provide some useful background for the analysis of more complicated models
below. Thegraphisbasedondecomposing (z) = 0 into (z) = q(z)−l(z)
with l(z) =− ϕz and q(z) = [−βz2 + (1 + β)z− 1] =− (1 − z)(1 − βz).
FigureB-1displaysthequadraticequationq(z),whichhasrootsof1and1/β,
and the line l(z), which is negatively sloped if ϕ>0 and passes through the
origin. The intersection of these two curves implies that l(z) = q(z)and thus
the values of z at the intersection points are the solutions to  (z) = 0.
With ϕ = 0, l(z) = 0 and the solutions are thus 1 and 1/β. For any ϕ>0
the solution must be as displayed in Figure B-1, which is that there is one root
less than 1 and one root that is greater than 1/β. Finally, increases in ϕ will
lower the smaller root θ.
With this information about the magnitude of the roots, the next task is to
determine the solution, following Sargent (1978). Using the operator F which
shifts the dating of the variable, but not the conditional expectation so that
FjEtxt+k = Etxt+k+j, we can deduce that92 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
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)(F − θ)(1 − θβF)EtPt−1.
Thegeneralsolutiontothedifferenceequationcanbeproducedbyunwinding
the unstable root forward, so that











β) = θ + 1
βθ means
that θϕ = (1 − θ)(1 − βθ).






















so that the speciﬁc solution for the price level is




To ﬁnd the behavior of output, we use the relationship between nominal and
real income followed by some algebra:R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 93
yt − y = Yt − y − Pt
= [Yt − y] −




= θ[Yt−1 − Pt−1 − y] + (
1 − θ
1 − θβρ
− 1)(Yt − Yt−1)




APPENDIX C: UNIQUENESS UNDER
INTEREST RATE RULES
To analyze the system dynamics under interest rate rules, it is convenient to
subtract its neutral counterpart from each of the equations of the model. For
example, the IS equation is yt = Etyt+1−srt +xdt and its neutral counterpart
is yt = Etyt+1 − srt + xdt so that the result is
IS : yt − yt = Et(yt+1 − yt+1) − s(rt − rt).
Similarly, the Fisher equation is
F : rt − rt = (Rt − Rt) − Et(πt+1 − πt+1)
and the Phillips curve is
PC: (πt − πt) = βEt(πt+1 − πt+1) + ϕ(yt − yt).
Themonetarypolicyrulescansimilarlybetransformed,bysimplysubtracting
Rt = rt + Etπt+1 from both sides of the equation.
For example, with the general speciﬁcation (text ref) we have that
Rt − Rt = τ1(Etπt+1 − Etπt+1) + τ0(πt − πt) + xRt.
Thus, the analysis of system dynamics can be performed as if all shocks had
beendropped—exceptforthepolicyshock—andthecapacityoutputlevelhad
been treated as constant.
Similarly, with the price level speciﬁcation (text ref) we have that
Rt − Rt = f(P t − P t) +{ f(P t −   Pt) + xRt}
so that the term in braces can be treated as a complicated interest rate shock.
Hence, intheremainderofthisappendix, attentionisrestrictedtoanalysis
ofadeterministicsystem—withoutanyshocksortimevariationincapacity—
for the purpose of studying uniqueness issues.94 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
The text discussion of interest rate rules involved the idea that there was a
uniqueequilibriumsolongasthecentralbankwaswillingtoraisetherealrate
in speciﬁed circumstances, which suggests focusing on the real interest rate.
To derive one restriction on the real rate, multiply IS by ϕ and then eliminate
output using the Phillips curve:
ϕs ∗ rt = [−πt + (1 + β)Etπt+1 − βEtπt+2] =− [(1 − F)(1 − βF)]Etπt,
where F is the forward operator as in the main text. This is a private sector
restrictiononthebehavioroftherealinterestrate,whichlinksittotheinﬂation
rate.
Uniqueness with the Interest Rate Rule (21)
Combining the Fisher equation (2) and the monetary policy rule (21), it is
possible to determine an additional restriction on the real interest rate:
rt = τ0πt + (τ1 − 1)Etπt+1 = [τ0 + (τ1 − 1)F]Etπt.
Combining this expression with the private sector restriction on the real
rate leads to
l(F)Etπt = ϕs[τ0 + (τ1 − 1)F]Etπt
=− [(1 − F)(1 − βF)]Etπt = q(F)Etπt.
The left-hand side of this expression is a linear function l, and the right hand
side of this expression is a quadratic function q.
Thenatureofthesystemdynamicswilldependontherootsofthequadratic
polynomial q(z)− l(z), which may be written as
−βz2 + [β + 1 − ϕs(τ1 − 1)]z − [1 + ϕsτ0] =− β(z− µ1)(z − µ2).




and that the product of the roots is [
1+ϕsτ0
β ]. Since there are no predetermined
variables in this system, there is a unique equilibrium only if there are two
unstable roots, i.e., values of µi that are both larger than unity in absolute
value. To study the magnitude of these, it is convenient to use a mixture of
graphical and analytical techniques.
Determining the boundaries: The boundaries of the policy parameter
regions can be determined by requiring that there is a root of exactly positive
or negative one. Taking the positive unit root ﬁrst,
l(1) = q(1)
⇒ ϕs[τ0 + (τ1 − 1)1] =− [(1 − 1)(1 − β1)] = 0 ⇒ τ0 + τ1 = 1R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 95
so that there is a restriction that the sum of the policy rule coefﬁcients must
equal one from this source. Taking the negative unit root next,
l(−1) = q(−1) ⇒ ϕs[τ0 + (τ1 − 1)(−1)] =
− [(1 − (−1))(1 − β(−1))] =− 2(1 + β) ⇒ τ0 − τ1 =− 1 −
2(1 + β)
ϕs
so that there is a restriction on the difference between the coefﬁcients from
this source.
Graphingthefunctionsl(z)andq(z)todeterminethenatureoftheregions:
A graph of the functions, similar to that used in Appendix B above, provides
the easiest way of determining the nature of the roots in the regions deﬁned by
the above boundaries. Figure C-1 shows the nature of this pair of functions.
The form of the quadratic equation q(z)is invariant to the nature of the policy
rule; as is clear from the fact that q(z) =− [(1 − z)(1 − βz)] = 0 the two
zeros are 1 and 1/β. The ﬁgure is drawn for the case of a simple rule which
involves only response to current, not expected inﬂation (τ1 = 0) so that it
corresponds to panel a of Figure 3 in the text. The function l(z)is downward
sloping in this case since l(z) = sϕ(τ0 − z) and sϕ > 0. If τ0 = 1 then l(z)
intersects with the quadratic at z = 1; this possibility is shown by the dashed
lineinB-1. Ifτ0 > 1, thenthisintersectionisshiftedtotheright, i.e., allroots
are greater than 1. In this case, there are two unstable roots and there is thus
a unique stable rational expectations equilibrium. Hence, as τ0 is increased
from the boundary region in panel a of Figure 3 in the main text, the region of
unique equilibria is entered.
This graphical analysis can also be used to (i) conﬁrm that a reduction in
τ0 from the other boundary also produces an entry into the region of stability
in panel a of Figure 3 of the text, and (ii) to determine that the other aspects
of panels b and c are as described in the text.
Uniqueness with the Interest Rate Rule (26)
By combining the Fisher equation (2) and the monetary policy rule (26), it is
possible to determine an additional restriction on the real interest rate:
rt = fP t − Etπt+1 = [F − F(F − 1)]EtPt−1.
Combining this expression with the private sector restriction on the real
rate leads to
a(F)EtPt−1 = ϕs[fF − F(F − 1)]EtPt−1
=− [(1 − F)(1 − βF)][F − 1]EtPt−t = b(F)EtPt−1.
The left-hand side of this expression is a quadratic function, a(F), and the
right-hand side of this expression is a cubic function b(F).96 Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond Economic Quarterly
The nature of the system dynamics will depend on the roots of the poly-
nomial c(z) = b(z) − a(z). To study the magnitude of these, it is again
convenient to use a mixture of graphical and analytical techniques.
Determining the roots of a(z) and b(z): It turns out to be a simple matter
to determine the roots of these expressions. The quadratic function q(z) has
two roots, one of which is zero and the other of which is f + 1. The cubic
equation b(z) has a root of 1
β and two roots of 1.
Graphing the functions a(z) and b(z) to determine the stability condition:
A graph of the functions provides the easiest way of determining the nature
of the roots of the cubic polynomial c(z) = b(z) − a(z) = 0.
Figure C-2 contains three functions. One of the solid lines is the cubic
b(z), which highlights the fact that it has two repeated roots at z = 1 and a
single root at z = 1/β.
The dashed line is the quadratic a(z) with the parameter f = 0. There
are two roots of this equation, one which is zero and the other which is unity.
Hence, with f = 0, the graph highlights the fact—which can easily be de-
termined using the deﬁnitions of a(z)and b(z)—that there is an exact root of
unity in c(z). It also shows only one other intersection of the two lines, so that
there is one unstable root and two unit roots of c(z) = b(z) − a(z).
The solid line which lies below the dashed line in the range 0 <z<1i s
an example of the quadratic a(z) with the parameter f>0. Note that there
is a zero root to this quadratic and a root greater than one (which was earlier
determined to be 1 + f). Hence, with f>0 there are three distinct roots,
one which is positive and less than unity and the other two which are unstable.
This is the conﬁguration that insures uniqueness given that there is a single
predetermined variable Pt−1.R. G. King: New IS-LM Model 97
FigureC-1
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